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The phenomenon of double P-disintegration
betwe'en the results of Majorana's symmetrical

is one for which there is a marked difference
theory of the neutrino and those of the original
Dirac-Fermi theory. In the older theory double P-disintegration involves the emission of four
particles, two electrons (or positrons) and two antineutrinos (or neutrinos), and the probability of disintegration is extremely small. In the .Majorana theory only two particles
the
electrons or positrons
have to be emitted, and the transition probability is much larger.
Approximate values of this probability are calculated on the Majorana theory for the various
Fermi and Konopinski-Uhlenbeck
expressions for the interaction energy. The selection rules
are derived, and are found in all cases to allow transitions with hi = &1,0. The results obtained
with the Majorana theory indicate that it is not at all certain that double p-disintegration can
never be observed. Indeed, if in this theory the interaction expression were of KonopinskiUhlenbeck type this process would be quite likely to have a bearing on the abundances of
isotopes and on the occurrence of observed long-lived radioactivities. If it is of Fermi type
this could be so only if the mass difference were fairly large (&~~20, 2%~~0.01 unit).
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I.

INTRQDUcTIoN

HE probability

of double P-disintegration
was calculated some years ago by GoeppertMayer' on the basis of the Fermi theory. ' ' The
result obtained was extremely small, corresponding to a lifetime of the order of 1025 years in the
case of two isobars whose masses differ by 0.002
mass unit and whose atomic numbers differ by
two units. Thus one can account for the large
number of isobaric pairs with QZ=2, as compared to the scarcity of isobars with hZ=1.
Although not strictly stable, the heavier isobar
of a pair with AZ = 2 may be supposed to be
metastable, having a lifetime large compared to
geologic time.
An inspection of the calculations shows that
the results would not be changed by any signi6cant factor by the use of an expression for the
interaction energy involving derivatives of the
neutrino wave function, as suggested by Konopinski and Uhlenbeck. 4 The same is true as
regards the generalizations in structure of this
expression, ' which make it possible to obtain

selection rules' for ordinary P-decay decidedly
different from those originally given by Fermi.
The original Fermi picture of the fundamental
interaction processes concerned in P-decay has
now been generally supplanted by a picture in
which mesons play the role of mediaries between
the heavy particles and the electrons and
neutrinos. In this case also, as is evident from
a consideration of the arguments of Yukawa, '
the results of Goeppert-Mayer will remain unchanged.
The situation is, however, decidedly altered if
one admits a change in the theory of the neutrino
itself as an elementary particle. Such a change
was suggested by Majorana' in a paper on the
of the Dirac theory.
properties
symmetry
Majorana's suggestions have been more generally
developed in the case of the positron theory by
Kramers, ' and for the neutral particle by the
writer. Racah" has also discussed the application to the neutrino theory of P-decay.
The essential difference between the Majorana
theory of the neutrino and the usual form of the
Dirac theory is that in the former there are only
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TRANSITION

PROBAB

two states for a given momentum, corresponding
to the two possibilities for the spin; there are no
negative energy neutrinos, and no "holes, or
antineutrinos.
If in applying the usual DiracFermi theory to P-decay one assumes that the
emission of a neutrino accompanies that of a
positron, then the emission of an electron must
be accompanied by the emission of an antineutrino, or else the absorption of a neutrino.
In the Majorana theory the emission of either
an electron Or a positron is accompanied by either
the emission or the absorption of a neutrino.
It can be shown that the use of the Majorana
form of neutrino theory instead of the usual
theory makes no difference in the case of ordinary P-decay. For the double P-disintegration,
however, there is a marked qualitative difference
between the results of the two theories. In the
ordinary form of the theory four particles must
be emitted in such a process: two neutrinos (or
antineutrinos) must accompany the emission of
two positrons (or electrons). In the Majorana
theory there can occur not only these fourparticle disintegrations, but also disintegrations
elecin which only the two charged particles
trons or positrons
are emitted, unaccompanied
by neutrinos. In these two-particle disintegrations the neutrino plays only a transitory or
virtual part, such as is played by electronpositron pairs in certain hypothetical .radiative
processes. Subject to the usual limitations on
the meaning of such language, one can say that a
(virtual) neutrino is emitted together with one
of the electrons (or positrons), and reabsorbed
when the other electron (or positron) is emitted.
In calculating the probability amplitude for
such a process, one must integrate over the
momentum space of the neutrino. This introduces a quantity which is a sort of "form factor"
of the nucleus. In most cases the integral converges, giving a finite "form factor" without any
arbitrary "cutting off" procedure; one has to
resort to "cuttin'g off" only for certain types of
Konopinski-Uhlenbeck
expressions for the interaction energy. The results obtained for the disintegration probability are, nevertheless, greater
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those for the four-particle process by a
factor which ranges from 10' to io" or. more,
on the particular
interaction exdepending
pression used. The fact that the neutrino
momentum
is not limited by the amount of
energy available in the transition also makes the
less strongly
on the
probability
dependent
than

.

energy.
In the following section we carry through the
calculation for the simplest case, using the
"scalar-type" interaction energy expression' and
assuming that the nuclear spin does not change
and that the transition is of even-even or odd-odd
type. In Section III we consider the effects of
using various other expressions for the interaction energy, and determine the selection rules
governing changes in the nuclear spin i and the
even-odd or even-even, odd-odd character of
the transitions.
Before we continue beyond the introduction it
should be remarked that the Majorana form of
the theory is not the only one which permits
this new type of disintegration. The same sort
of result can be obtained with the more usual
theory if one introduces an interaction expression
involving a linear combination of the neutrino
wave function and its conjugate. Such an introduction has never been suggested, however, in
the neutririo-antineutrino
type of theory. The
Majorana theory is the natural one to use for
our purpose, both because, in the elimination of
the antineutrino,
it provides an independent
motive for the use of such expressions, and
because it provides, so to speak, a canonical
form for them.

II.

ScALAR-TYPE INTERAcTIQN wITHQUT
DERIVATIVES; 6'L = 0, EVEN-EVEN)
ODD-ODD TRAN sITIQNs

We consider the transition of two neutrons in
the nucleus into two protons, with the emission
of electrons into states having wave functions
P, and P~ and energies II, and Ht, . The formula
for the probability amplitude must contain two
terms, since either electron may be emitted first.
These terms are of opposite signs because of the
antisymmetry of the electronic wave functions;
whether or not they actually cancel strongly
depends on the interaction expression used.
'4

Cf. Eq. (208a) of reference 3.
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The neutrino wave functions are taken to be
expanded in terms of plane waves subject to a
periodic boundary condition in a box of volume
U, as expressed in Eqs. (30) and (31) of N. Only
the neutrino amplitudes are regarded as quantized, and all other wave functions are treated
as c-numbers.
Apart from a resonance factor, the square of
whose absolute value may be set equal to
probability am(2~t/b) 8(E~+H. +H~ E~), the—
plitude is
&pr

w=g'P(k)P te~tIPP;Q t(r;~k) }eldr
IJ

F URRY
substitute

from these equations

then put

J3;8; =0,
and

into (1), and

8;*8;=0

B „(k)B;*(k)= 5;;, B,*B;*= 0.

(2)
(3)

Eq. (2) corresponds to the initial condition that
no neutrinos are present, and (3) indicates our
intention to calculate the process in which no
neutrinos are emitted and not that in which two
neutrinos are emitted. As indicated in N, the
calculation can be simplified by using Eq. (51)
of N instead of (50), and then discarding all
terms in b3, b4, b3*, and b4* Our . conditions (2)
and (3) can be satisfied by using instead of
Eq. (51) of N just
b(k) —
4(k)

(4 'P~(k)) (4 '&~( —k))
E~ —El, —H, —EI,

for the left-hand factor and

b(k)-+T*(k) b*( —
k)

Here g is Fermi's constant; X~ is the neutrino
energy in the virtual intermediate state; and
P~, P~, and Pl, are the wave, functions of the
nucleus in the initial, final, and intermediate
states. They are functions not only of the space
coordinates of all the heavy particles, but also
of the four-valued Dirac spin coordinates on
which matrices such as P operate, and of a twovalued fifth coordinate for each particle which
indicates whether it is a neutron or a proton.
The indicated integrations must be understood
as including summation over the fourth and
fifth coordinates. It is on the fifth coordinates
that the Fermi operators Q,t act in such a way
as to change a neutron into a proton; if the ith
particle is a.lready a proton, the operator Q„t
gives the result zero. The operators P;Q, t are
symmetrized by summing over all the particles
in the nucleus, and the factor (r;~k) appears
because the neutrino wave function must be
given its value at the position of the heavy
particle. The electron wave functions «and P~
are to be evaluated at the "outer edge of the
"
nucleus, as is usual in calculations on P-decay. '
According to the Majorana theory, the fourcomponent neutrino amplitudes a(k) are given
by Eqs. (36), (50), and (53) of N. We have to

'

(4')

for the right-hand factor. Then, remembering
that in the Majorana form of P-decay theory it
is consistent to regard the factors (2) ' given by
Eq. (53) of N as absorbed in the disposable
constant g, we obtain

=

2 («'P5'(k))'(4. 'P~( —k) T*(—k))'

i=1, 2

=«'i3~(k) 2(1+») T"( —k)5'( —k)PV. * (5)
Here ps is a matrix originally defined by Dirac, '
and quoted in N, Eq. (39). Then we can use
the value of T(k) as given in N, Eq. (43), and
obtain

k))
(4 ~'P~(k) ) (4.'P&( —
-',

= 4 ~'N'(k)

(1+ps)St(k)A p'p, * fttM=Q*

(6),

It is readily verified that (6) has the sa, me
invariance properties as Eq. (56) of N with
respect to changes in the form of the matrices
a;, P, and 5(k), and that if the neutrino mass is
equal to zero M is a symmetrical matrix, independently of such changes. We shall use . the
representation of a;, P which was originally given
by Dirac, and has usually been employed in
explicit calculations; it is quoted in X, Eqs.
(59), (62). We can accordingly substitute Eqs.
'6

P. A. M. Dirac, Proc. Roy. Soc. A117, 614 (1928).
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(60)—(62) of X into (6); we shall, however,
replace both e and ~+1 by k, which corresponds
to setting the neutrino mass equal to zero.
The result is
M= —-'0 —'{0+(n
P= IIII'.

k) } in,

(7)

P

ROB AB I I. I T I ES
must, accordingly, change the units of k; this
makes no difficulty, because (7) is homogeneous
of degree zero in k. We shall from now on take k
to be expressed in c.g. s. units, and replace Eq.
(31) of N by

(r~k)

It

is certainly correct to set the neutrino mass
equal to zero, since important contributions to
the result will come only from large values of
the neutrino momentum. This step leads to a
formal difficulty, however, because in N the
vector k represents the propagation vector in
units mc/fi, where m is the neutrino mass. We

a~ m=g'V

'P(k)P

s

'*

exp (ik

r).

(8)

When (7) is substituted into (1), we see that
on account of the symmetry of the matrix 3II the
two numerators are equal. The minus sign due
to the antisymmetry
of the electronic wave
function thus causes a strong cancellation, and
we get

4&t{QP,Qt exp (ik r, )}%'&dr

L, V

=V

~

4'i, 't{Pil;Q;t exp ( —
ik r )}4'&'dr

. (H, H, ) (Eir Ec H,—K,—
) '(E~

E—c

—
H—
, K„—
) 'P t3IIQ * (9)

The main difficulty in the calculation occurs in the evaluation of the factor

1'=g'P
I,

where

J

+irt{PP~Q t exp (ik r ) }4'&dr
'4

@c't{PPQt exp( ik r

T
) } 0'ir'd—

f(EJ)'

(10)

g

'
'(Eir Ec —
H. —
f(Ez)=(EM Er, —
H~ —
Ku) —
Ka) —

For values of the neutrino energy small enough
to allow us to put exp (ik r, ) =1, the first
factor of the summand is

This is just the sort of factor which occurs in
calculations on single P-disintegration.
It is
usually assumed to have the value 1 if the angular
momentum
selection rule is obeyed, and, of
course, the value 0 otherwise. Actually this is a
decidedly crude assumption, as has been pointed
out by Nordheim and Yost;" for moderately
heavy nu. clei it seems likely that the expression
(11) cannot have a value larger than perhaps 0.1.
Since, however, the value of g given by Fermi
was assigned to agree with experiment on the
basis of setting an expression such as (11) equal
to 1, we shall not make any very large net error
if we use this value of g and assume that there is
at least one value of L for which both of the first
two factors of the summand in (10) can be set
equal to 1. There still remains, however, the
L. W. Nordheim and F. L. Yost, Phys. Rev. 51, 942
&

(1937). Very recently (Phys. Rev. 50, 519 (1939)) the'

matrix elements for a number of light radioactive elements
have been calculated explicitly by Wigner.

question as to how many terms in the summation
will yield similarly appreciable contributions to

the value of I'.
At first one might suppose that there would be
a great many such values of L, because of the
large number of energy levels possesed by any
moderately heavy nucleus and because k is not
restricted to small values, so that limitations on
the angular momentum of the state L do not
appear in the usual way. Such a conclusion,
however, would in all probability be erroneous.
The nature of nuclear states is such that any
appreciable excitation energy is practically certain to be distributed effectively among a considerable number of particles, so that a factor
exp (ik r;), which involves the coordinates of one
particle only, is unlikely to be very effective in
removing the orthogonality of two wave functions. The assumption that there is only one
intermediate state L which makes an important
contribution to the sum is accordingly not an
unreasonable one; we shall proceed in this way,
with the reservation that our result is perhaps
best regarded as a lower limit, from which the
correct result should not differ by any very
large factor.
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In accordance with the above considerations,

we shall use in our further calculations

the simple

formula

I'=g'f(Ec)(4Irp'/3)

'J jI Jt exp

(~k r)dv" Jl

Tgp

Jl
T

jt exp ( —ik

r')dr'.

Qp

Here the integral is over the interior of a three-dimensional sphere of radius p, the nuclear radius.
The factor (4Irp'/3) ' comes from normalization. The formula has been written on the assumption
is the same as that of 3f and N, but th1s assumption
that the angular momentum of the state
i~=iI, —
has actually rather little to do with our 6nal result. If, for example, iI, —
j~ —~1, we
should have to use some such expression as

I

1"=g'f(Ec)(47rp'/3)-'3.

cos 0 exp (I'k r)dr

I

'

~

J J

t

~k r')dr',
cos 8'exp ( —

(12')

gp

and we shall verify later that this makes no decided difference.
Further simplification in Eq. (9) can easily be made. Since h is in c.g. s. units, the energy of the
neutrino is XI, =hch. The main contributions to (9) come from values of h so large that the other
is of
energies can be neglected compared to EI, , the occurrence of a vanishing denominator
for the nucleus in
course ruled out by the postulated impossibility of single P-disintegration
question. Accordingly we set

f(Ec) = EI, '

'Ic)-'-h-—
'.
—

(13)

(1.

The sum over the allowed values of k in the box of volume Vcan be replaced by an integral in the
usual way:

Q(k)
Substituting

=(2Ir) Ip'

~

(12), (13) alld (14) ln (9), we obtain
CI„ Ir

C"=

~

—(2Ir)-'(g/—
—
hc) 'C'

QO

I'

dh

&

hIdh

i

'

in„pit, ",
(H, H, ) pit ,'—

l'
&-p (a ')d,
, JJJ

"dn (3/4. )

2

l'

=(9/4. , )

Tgp

i~
the superscripts 0, 0 refer to the values of i I.—
e se. colld term ill (7) ls om1tted
alld $c Iir Th—
from (15), since it makes no contribution for
even-even oI odd"odd tlans1tlons.
we express the
Following Goeppert-Mayer,
energies of the electrons and the total 'ava11able
quantities:
energy in terms of dimensionless
—
~mr',
where m
E~=
IIg=h]use',
mc',
=A'.
Z~
H.
is the mass of an electron. Let us also put
p. = (h.' —1)'*; pl —(hi2 —1)'*, and'make the abbrevlatlon
.

R, = (16Ir/ r(3/25) ')(nic/h)'(2rnc pP. /N)»
."p ( vh. /p. ) l1(1+&+'vh./1 ) I', (1/)
I

I

.

y')' —1. We follow
'r =@/13&, g= (1 —
Goeppert-Mayer in replacing R, by the following

(14)

dQ

00

il'

J,

dh

—

JJt) .'"d,
&

2

;

T QP

5I (&1:
R. =(16 /I 1'(3+2S) I')(mc/h)'(2~cp/h)»
2Iryh, /p, . (17')
approximation,

valid because

I

hold
A similar de6nition and approximation
for Rg.
When the resonance factor is included, the
squared amplitude for the transition to two
particular states s and t is (21rt/A. ) a~ Irl'
h&IIIc'). The total
8(~mc' —
probability
h, IIlc' —
per unit time for transitions in which one electron
gets an energy between h, IIIc2 and (h, +dh, )rile'
and the other receives the rest of the energy
Hsc 1s then
I

2 (h )dh

(2Ir/AIIIc')(dh&)

'

2 2 III&~is I'.

dh~ dhs

(18)

P means

Here the symbol

the sum over all states

The energy spectrum

of the electrons is, of
ense'.
symmetrical
around the value
The factor (74 —h()' in (20), which makes the
', ~mc', comes
intensity vanish for the energy —
'directly from the cancellation due to the antisymmetry of the electronic wave function.
To get the total probability of disintegration
per unit time, we must integrate (20) from.
to h, =e —1. According to the approxih,
mation (17'} the quantity R.p./J4 is essentially
independent of h, . This enables us to write for
the total probability of disintegration per unit

dhg

course,

having energy between h&mc2 and (h&+dk&)mc';
the result is of course proportional to dht, . Using
the Dirac wave functions for an electron in the
Coulomb field, evaluated at r= p, we obtain, to
the lowest order in y'.

ZZ

dhs dhg

l

4~'k~~, w. *l'

= 4R,RgP, Pg(h, hg

Then

P(h )dh, =2

'

'g'5

'

1)dh—
,dhg.

=i

(19)

'lC" l'

XR.Rgp, pg(h, hg —1)(k, —kg)'dk, . (20)
~(7 )d7 =2 ~ 'g ~

time:

IC-"I —
(R,P, /7, )'Jt

'm-c

~~

7, (, -7„)

1

1

X I h. (e —k, }—1 I (c —2k, ) 'dl, . (21)

2'x

Pg

q

'g'—
5—'mc 'l C' 'l'(R, p, /h, )'s(e —2),

(x) = (x'/3)

I

1+ (11x/10) + (x'/5) + (x'/70) I .

We shall now evaluate Pi numerically for Z=31, the value used as an example by GoeppertMayer. Taking p=SX10
cm, we get from (17') the value R,p, /74=1. 52X1030 cm '. The
integral (16) can be evaluated by a rather tedious elementary calculation, or more elegantly
by means of Fourier's integral theorem:

"

f

f

.

f

f

f'
~I

r&p

'p

c'"*dsdxdy

c *"*ds'dx'dy =wJI Jl J' J'

I

gp

'p

J

dxdydx dy ds,

Qp

where in the last expression the limits for x' and y' depend on the value of s in the same way as
those for x and y. Then
dP JI JI

)I c'»dr

=w

0

C' '=12+'/Sp

(24)

A similar calculation shows that if (12') were
used instead of (12) we should have simply
to replace C' ' by a quantity C''=9x'/5p
= (3/4) C' '. Using g=4X10 erg cm' we obtain finally
1.07 X 10—28@(e 2) se
=3.4X10 "s(c—2) year '.

"

SolTle values of

«p

are as follows:

e= 3 4
6
8
10
12
20
y(e —
2) =0 77 22 8. 1X10~ 7.7X103 4 1X104 1~4X105 ~.9X104

m'(p'
—p
I

—z')'ds=16~'p'/15

For small values of e the I' found here is about
10' times that given by Goeppert-Mayer. For
larger values of e the ratio is not so large. This
is natural, since for large e there is plenty of
energy available for the emission of neutrinos
along with. the electrons.

III.

OTHER INTERAcTIoN

In the preceding
value of, I' by using
for the interaction
consider what would

ExPREssIoNs

section we calculated the
the scalar-type expression
energy. Ke now want to
be the effect of using any
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The spectrum now has a maximum at h, =-,'~,
instead of vanishing there.
The total probability of disintegration
per

of the various other energy expressions which
have been proposed.
Since we are interested only in the order of
magnitude of I', we shall neglect the effect of
using a different matrix instead of —,in„P in calculating the expression corresponding to (19). This
would at most replace the factor (k, k& —1) by
some factor such as k, k~ or (k, k~+1), and for
e—
2 1 such a change amounts to only a factor
of perhaps two in the answer. Hence we shall
simply keep the factor (k, kt —1) throughout.
To begin with we shall consider the two main
differences in the size of I' which can arise from
changes in the interaction energy expression.
We shall then list the various expressions and
indicate the main types of terms which they give
in the integrand of the equation corresponding
to Eq. (1) in the general case. This classification
makes it possible to state the selection rules for
the diff'erent types of interaction expression.

unit time is now

(2~) '(g /kc)D

x(e —2) =)f

(27)

and Eq. (20) by

P(h, )dk, =2

'x='g4fs 'm 'c

4ID'

'I'

XR,R(P,P, (k, k, —1)dk„(28)
where

D'

'=)t

2kdkJf JI dQ

0
2

X

"

(3/4m p')

Jf jf

jfexp (ik r)d~ .

(29)

r(p

In general it is actually a matrix function which has to
be used, as is indicated below in Eq. (45). In the case
treated in Section I I this function could conveniently be
split into factors, only one of which is a matrix (Cf. Eq.
(46)). In any case it is only the symmetry or ant'isymmetry
under the interchange of two four-valued indices which
comes into question in determining the presence or absence
of the cancellation.

(30)

e

—1

k, (e —k, ){k,(e —k, ) —1Idk,

1

or

x(x) = x' I 1+(7x/6)

+ (x'/3) + (x'/30)

Integration of (29) by elementary

Then

~

t

. (31)

methods gives

D' '=18m/p'.

(32)

P2=1.43X10 '4X(e —2) sec. '
=4.6X10 '~x(~ —2) year '.

(33)

e= 3 4
x(e-2) =2 5 19 7

—
PPcVgg, *

'

I

where

The first important difference which may come
from the use of a diff'erent interaction expression
is the absence of the strong cancellation due to
the antisymmetry of the electronic wave function
which occurred in Section II. If the matrix' 3f is
not purely symmetric, the main contribution to
a&~~ will come from the antisymmetric part of
M, 3II& = 2 (3II—3II'). Eq. (15) is then replaced by

a~~~

'ID"

'm 'c

X (R,P, /k, ) x(e —2),

of P

Differences in or6er of magnitude

2'x —
'g4k

P2

6
2 1X10~ 9

8

10

12

8X10 3 1X10

7

20

9X10 105 X10

Another important eff'ect on the disintegration
probability is obtained if we use a KonopinskiUhlenbeck form of interaction expression. The
use of such an expression is subject to certain
theoretical difficulties, 18 and it has been suggested" that the experimental results can perhaps
be fully explained without using an interaction
expression involving derivatives; nevertheless it
is not without interest to see what such expressions give for the double P-disintegration.
The use of a Konopinski-Uhlenbeck expression
means essentially the insertion of a factor k' into
the integrand in (16) or (29), and the replacement
of the constant g by a constant which differs
from it by the dimensions of a length. The length
by which g is multiplied to give the new constant
should be (2m) —" times a typical de Broglie
of the neutrino in an ordinary
wave-length
P-disintegration, in order that the probabilities
for single P-disintegration may be kept the same.
Hence we shall replace g by (k/2mc)g. The total
disintegration probability per unit time is then

P3

2'"7r 'g'k

'm 'c —
6IPo, oI

2

X (R,p, /k

)' p(e —2),

(35)

Cf. M. Fierz, Helv. Phys. Acta 10, 123, 284 (1937).
and R. Peierls, Nature 143, 200

"H. A. Bethe, F. Hoyle
(&939).
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elementary

where

Fo 0=

G'

k'dk

I

exp (ik r)dr

I
~

—-'

if 3f is a pure symmetric
metric we get

P, =2-"x-'g'5m

matrix. If 2II is asym-

'c-8~Go, o~

=162/p4.

(36)

r&p

~

X(R,P,/k, )'x(c —2), '(37)

The cut-off' occurs rather beyond the
maximum of the integrand. The range 0 (k
includes
the essential contributions
to
integrals C", D", and Ii' ', so that
values are genuinely independent of whether
cuts off or.not.
Using the value (41), one obtains

where
Jl

sin' y dy/y

2

r'

l'

o=

t
0

X (3/4xp')

Go

methods that

'= (72m/p')

0
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2kadk

P, =3.99X10 "x(e—2) sec. '
= 1.26 X 10 'Ox(e —2) year '.

dQ

I

(41)
first
x/p

( the

their
one

(42)

0

X (3/4n. p')

I

exp (ik r)dr . (38)

~l

r&p

The integral (36) can be evaluated
by using Fourier's integral theorem:
CO

F', '=(3/47rp )
I

~t

~I

dk~

By methods analogous -to those used in deEq. (7) one can readily calculate the value
of a& ~ corresponding to any particular expression for the interaction energy. The formulas

dk,

I

riving

exp (ik r)dxdyds

r&p

) r'&p
) )I exp
=(3/4m

( ik r')d

p')'(2s)'

I

—
dxy'd.

z'

JI dxdyds=6m'/p'

r&p

Numerical

Ps

computation

(39)

then gives:

2.28X10 22'(e —2)

=7 17X10 '~y(e —2)

—'

se—
c.

year

typical formulas for
I'. Next we must
expressions for the
a way as to show
give.

Classi6cation of interaction energy expressions

CO

pOD

dk,

elegantly

We have now listed four
the disintegration constant
classify the various possible
, . interaction
energy in such
what value of I' each would

'.

(4o)

The integral (38) diverges logarithmically, so
that in order to obtain a finite value it is necessary to "cut off" at some value of k. It is generally
assumed that the value at which the theory
becomes unreliable and the cutting off should be
done is about mc2/e'. In evaluating G' it is
particularly convenient to cut off' at a value
which makes kp=m. One then readily finds by

obtained are, however, for the most part very
Accordingly we shall
long and cumbersome.
indicate only the typical characteristics of the
dominant terms, which sufhce to determine the
order of magnitude of the disintegration constant
and to determine the selection rules.
Usually in calculations using the neutrino
theory of P-decay one neglects terms involving
the small components of the wave functions of
the heavy particles compared to those which
involve only the large components. This is done
because the small components are of order v/c
compared to the large, 8 being a typical velocity
of a heavy particle, and 8/c is only about 0.2.
For our present purposes we can neglect such
terms usually, but not always; if the terms involving only the large components give purely
symmetric matrices M and other terms give
asymmetric matrices, then the latter will be more
important because of the absence of any strong
cancellation. This situation arises with Fermi's
original
vector-type
interaction expression.
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Usually only the product of the time components
is used in calculations, because the product of
the space components brings in small components of the heavy particle wave functions.
In our present case, however, such a procedure
gives a symmetric matrix M, and the space
components
appear in the actual dominant
terms.
To avoid useless multiplication of the number
of types listed, we shall write the typical expressions in terms of just the matrices 1 and e for
the heavy particles, whose wave functions may
then be thought of as two-component Pauli wave
functions Any occurrence of the small components in the dominant terms will then be
indicated by a suitable power of (v/c). Explicitly,
so far as the heavy particles are concerned we set

= pi~(e/c)
n~(8/c)o,

P~1,

q„,

pe~e,

+(v/c)a.
pn —

l

'b

l

+~'I ZQ" (r'l k) } +i= a2,

2 Z4I,
urn

A~

X

t"'

L,

Hs

h„(~(r, r'; k)

in Section

result.
Terms:

Antisymmetric

A, =i([biXba] e)ia. „p,

.

A2.=z([biXb~] n) p&zn„P,

(48b)

A, =i([b~X12].n)(n e)ic „P,

(48c)

A4= p([b&Xn] [b2Xn])in„p,

(48d)

Ag —
ambi) Xn] e)in„P
i([(agb2 —

(4. 8e)

list:

P=P»,

Scalar:

A

S» Sg,

Vector:

A.

(fI/c)A 5,

Tensor:

A

A» A2,

P=Pg,

(49c)

Pseudovector:

A

A», A2,

P=Pg,

(49d)

P = (s/c)'P2,

(49b)

A-(8/c)'S, , (%)'S, ; P = (v/c)'P, . (49e)

™

(45)

II the matrix

function A was simply

A(r,

(47b)

Many other types of symmetric term occur, but
only in combination with antisymmetric terms
which give the dominant contributions to the

Ejtg

J

In the case treated

(n= k/k).

S~ ——a~(n n)in„pa~

Pseudoscalar:

c(r, r'; k)

E

(47a)

Fermi Expressions:

The quantity a&~~ can always be expressed in
the form
d&)~d&

Sl = a a ' Ax &pa y,

following

+~ I E~~Q" (r'Ik) +.= b'

)k)

of the matrix

We give the different expressions for the interaction energy the same designations as used by
Bethe and Bacher. ' The types of the dominant
terms in A and the order of magnitude of the
disintegration
constant P are given in the

+i'I ZQ" (r; —k) } +~ =ai,
+it}P~;Q,'(r, —k) }+~=bi,

aber

terms

Symmetric Terms:

(43)

We use the abbreviations:

u=g'P(

appear as the dominant
function A:

r'; k) =a~(r; k)M(k)a&(r'; k),

EonoPi nski- Uhlenbeck ExPressions:

Vector:

qS» qSg,

Tensor:

A

qAp,

F3,

P =P3,

(5Oa)

P=P4,

(Sob)

Pseudovector:

A~gA, ,

(46)

with 3II given by Eq. (7). Eq. (9) gives the result
of substituting (46) and (44) in (45), provided
(43) is taken into account.
We now list the types of expression which can

qAg, qA8, qA4,

Here
g

= k'(5/2mc)'

P=P4.

(50c)

(51)

is the essential factor which distinguishes the
Konopinski-Uhlenbeck from the Fermi formulas,
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of transition probability

on atomic

and which was taken into account in calculating
P3 and P4.

Dependence
number

Selection rules

The numerical results which we have given
cm.
were all computed for Z=31, p=SX10
The quantity (R.p, /14) is roughly proportional
to Z, and p may be taken to be proportional
to Z&. Approximate relations for changing the
results to different values of Z or a different
estimate of the nuclear radius are, accordingly:

"

The expressions

QgttS;P, * and
L

Qg, tA jP, "
L

are all scalars with respect to the three-dimensional rotation-reflection group: so far as transformation properties are concerned we can think
of in„PP, * as replaced by a function P, .'0 To 6nd
to the exthe selection rules corresponding
pressions (47) and (48) we may inspect the
transformation
properties of either the factors
involving a„, b„, and n or the matrix factors,
apart from the factors in„P. We obtain:
S~ and A 4 .'Scalars: Ai = 0; odd-odd

and even-

even transitions.
A ~. Scalar, but with reHection character
hi=0; odd-even and even-odd transitions.

—1:

+0;
or &1, but not 0—
odd-even and even-odd transitions.

Sg'. Polar vector:

hi=0

A] A3 and A5. Axial vectors: hi=0 or & 1, but
not 0~0; odd-odd and even-even transitions.

The selection rules for each interaction expression can then be read off from (49) or (50).
The selection rules in general bear more resemblance to those of Gamow and Teller than to
those of Fermi, since some hi =&1 transitions
are always allowed. Transitions forbidden by
these rules can occur only if at least one electron
is emitted in a state with jP 2, and their probabe decidedly smaller than those
given by (49) and (50). For e —2 2 the probabilities will be decreased by a factor of roughly
I(s —2)pnzc/2fiI' for a change in parity type of
the transition or for each extra unit of Ai. For
2 the decrease will be more
smaller values of e —
drastic.
bilities

will

g' Cf. discussion in N, p. 66; also %'. H. Furry, Phys.
Rev. Sl, 125 (1937), Eq. (8) with A =in„p. The free electron
functions form a complete set.

Pq~Z
Pq~Z p ~Z 3
P~~Z p — ~cons. , P4~Z

p

~Z',

p

o-Z

'*.

(52)

The results as calculated are for emission of
two negative electrons. In the case of positron
emission the probabilities will be smaller, because
R, contains an additional factor exp ( —2~yI4/p, ),
and R& a similar factor. These factors decidedly
complicate the evaluation of the integrals from
which the functions q and x have to be determined. It is evident, however, that for e —2 2
the decrease will be by a factor not much smaller
. As is the case for the forthan e ' &=e
bidden transitions, the decrease is more decided
2.
for smaller values of e —

""

IV. CowcLUsroN
We have seen that the phenomenon of double
is one for which there is a
beta-disintegration
decided difference between the results of the
Majorana theory and those of the older theory
of the neutrino. According to the older theory it
seemed certain that double beta-disintegration
could never be capable of observation because
of its extremely minute probability, but the
Majorana theory indicates that this is by no
means necessarily the case. Indeed, if the interaction expression were of Konopinski-Uhlenbeck
type this process would be quite likely to have
a bearing on the abundances of isotopes and on
the occurrence of observed long-lived radioactivities. If it is of Fermi type this could be
so only if the mass diR'erence were fairly large
(e 20, AM 0.01 unit).

